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Abstract. We present a certified algorithm for resource usage analysis, applicable to languages
in the style of Java byte code. The algorithm verifies that a program executes in bounded memory.
The algorithm is destined to be used in the development process of applets and for enhanced byte
code verification on embedded devices. We have therefore aimed at a low-complexity algorithm
derived from a loop detection algorithm for control flow graphs. The expression of the algorithm
as a constraint-based static analysis of the program over simple lattices provides a link with
abstract interpretation that allows to state and prove formally the correctness of the analysis with
respect to an operational semantics of the program. The certification is based on an abstract
interpretation framework implemented in the Coq proof assistant which has been used to provide
a complete formalisation and formal verification of all correctness proofs.
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1 Introduction

This paper presents a certified algorithm for resource usageanalysis, aimed at veri-
fying that a program executes in bounded memory. Controlling the way that software
consumes resources is a general concern to the software developer, in particular for soft-
ware executing on embedded devices such as smart cards wherememory is limited and
cannot easily be recovered. Indeed, for Java Card up to version 2.1 there is no garbage
collector and starting with version 2.2 the machine includes a garbage collector which
may be activated invoking an API function at the end of the execution of the applet.
This has lead to a rather restrictive programming discipline for smart cards in which the
programmer must avoid memory allocation in parts of the codethat are within loops.
We provide a certified analysis that automatically and efficiently can check that such a
programming discipline is respected on a Java Card. This analysis can be deployed in
two contexts:
1. As part of a software development environment for smart cards. In that case, it will

play a role similar to other program analyses used in type checking and optimisa-
tion.

2. As part of an extendedon-cardbyte code verifier that checks applets and software
down-loaded on the card after it has been issued.

In both scenarios, there is a need for certification of the analysis. In the first case, the
analysis will be part of a software development process satisfying the requirements
of the certification criteria. In the second case, the analysis will be part of the card



protection mechanisms (the so-called Trusted Computing Base) that have to be certified.
The current implementation has a time complexity that is sufficiently low to integrate it
in a development tool. However, we have not yet paid attention to the space complexity
of the algorithm and current memory consumption excludes any analysis to take place
on-device.

The analysis is a constraint-based static analysis that works by generating a set of
constraints from the program byte code. These constraints define a number of sets that
describea) whether a given method is (mutually) recursive or can be called from (mu-
tually) recursive methods, andb) whether a method can be called from intra-procedural
cycles. This information is then combined to identify memory allocations (or any other
type of resource-sensitive instructions) that could be executed an unbounded number of
times. By casting the analysis as a constraint-based staticanalysis we are able to give a
precise semantic definition of each set and use the frameworkof abstract interpretation
to prove that the analysis provide correct information for all programs. The paper offers
the following contributions:

– A constraint-based static analysis that formalises a loop-detecting algorithm for
detecting methods and instructions that may be executed an unbounded number of
times.

– A formalisation based on abstract interpretation of the link between the analysis
result and the operational semantics for the underlying byte code language.

– A certification of the analysis in the form of a complete formalisation of the analysis
and the correctness proof within the Coq theorem prover.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the byte code lan-
guage of study. Section 3 gives an informal presentation of the algorithm and its relation
to an operational trace semantics. In Section 4 we formalisethe correctness relationship.
In Section 5 we give a general description of the structure ofthe Coq proof. Section 6
exposes some complexity considerations and presents some benchmarks. Section 7 de-
scribes the background for this work and compares with existing resource analyses.
Section 8 concludes.

2 Java Card byte code

Our work is based on the Carmel intermediate representationof Java Card byte code
[11]. The Carmel language consists of byte codes for a stack-oriented machine whose
instructions include stack operations, numeric operations, conditionals, object creation
and modification, and method invocation and return. We do notdeal with subroutines
(the Javajsr instruction) or with exceptions. These instructions can betreated in our
framework but complicates the control flow and may lead to inferior analysis results.

The formal definition of the language is given as a small-stepoperational seman-
tics with a state of the form〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, s〉, sf 〉〉, whereh is the heap of objects,
〈m, pc, l, s〉 is the currentframeandsf is the current call stack (a list of frames). A
frame〈m, pc, l, s〉 contains a method namem and a program pointpc within m, a set
of local variablesl, and a local operand stacks (see [15] for details). Let StateP be the
set of all the states of a given programP . We will write simply State ifP is understood



from the context. The transition relation→I describes how the execution of instruc-
tion I changes the state. This is extended to a transition relation→ on traces such that
tr ::: s1 → tr ::: s1 ::: s2 if there exists an instructionI such thats1 →I s2

4.

The instructions concerned with control flow and memory allocation:if, goto,
invokevirtual, return andnew, need a special treatment in our analysis. The rest of
the instructions may have different effects on the operand stack and local variables but
behave similarly with respect to memory and control flow (move to the next instruction
without doing any memory allocation). For clarity and in order to focus on the essen-
tials, these instructions have been grouped into one generic instructioninstr with this
behaviour. Fig. 1 shows the rules describing the operational semantics of Carmel.

The rule for the generic instructioninstr is formalised as a (non-deterministic)
transition from state〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, s〉, sf 〉〉 to any state of form〈〈h, 〈m, pc + 1, l′, s′〉, sf 〉〉.
Instructionsif andgoto affect the control flow by modifying thepc component of the
state. Theif instruction produces a jump to an indicated program pointpc′ if the top
of the operand stack is0; otherwise it moves to the instructionpc + 1. Thegoto pc′

unconditionally jumps topc′. Thenew instruction modifies the heap (h′) creating an
object of classcl on locationloc; loc is added to the stack and thepc is incremented.

The rule forinvokevirtual is slightly more complicated. LetM be a method
name. The instructioninvokevirtual M at address(m, pc) of stateσ = 〈〈h, f, sf 〉〉
may only occur if the current framef of σ has an operand stack of the formloc :: V :: s,
i.e., it starts with aheap locationdenoted byloc, followed by a vector of valuesV . The
actual method that will be called is to be found in the objecto that resides in the heaph
at the addressh(loc), and the actual parameters of that method are contained in the vec-
tor V . Then, themethodLookup function searches the class hierarchy for the method
nameM in the objecto, and returns the actual method to which the control will be
transferred. The new method, together with its starting point pc = 1, its vectorV of ac-
tual parameters, and an empty operand stackε, constitute a new framef ′ pushed on top
of the call stack of the resulting stateσ′ = 〈〈h, f ′, f ′′ :: sf 〉〉, wheref ′′ = 〈m, pc, l, s〉
is the frame to be taken into account after the completion of the method invocation.
Finally, thereturn instruction pops the control stack and execution continuesat the
program point indicated in the frame that is now on top of the control stack.

The partial trace semanticsJP K of a Carmel programP is defined as the set of
reachable partial traces:

JP K =

{

s0 :: s1 :: · · · :: sn ∈ State+
∣

∣

∣

∣

s0 ∈ Sinit ∧
∀k < n, ∃i, sk →i sk+1

}

∈ ℘(State+)

whereSinit is the set of initial states.

4 Here and everywhere in the paper, “:::” denotes the “cons” operation for traces (appending an
element to the right of the trace). We will use “::” as the “cons” operation of the operand stack
(the top of the stack being on the left).



instructionAtP (m,pc) = instr

〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, s〉, sf 〉〉 →instr 〈〈h, 〈m,pc + 1, l′, s′〉, sf 〉〉

instructionAtP (m, pc) = if pc′

n = 0

〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, n :: s〉, sf 〉〉 →if pc′

〈〈h, 〈m, pc′, l, s〉, sf 〉〉

instructionAtP (m,pc) = if pc′

n 6= 0

〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, n :: s〉, sf 〉〉 →if pc′

〈〈h, 〈m,pc + 1, l, s〉, sf 〉〉

instructionAtP (m, pc) = goto pc′

〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, s〉, sf 〉〉 →goto pc′

〈〈h, 〈m, pc′, l, s〉, sf 〉〉

instructionAtP (m,pc) = new cl
∃c ∈ classes(P ) with nameClass(c) = cl

(h′, loc) = newObject(cl, h)

〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, s〉, sf 〉〉 →new cl

〈〈h′, 〈m, pc + 1, l, loc :: s〉, sf 〉〉

instructionAtP (m, pc) = invokevirtual M

h(loc) = o m′ = methodLookup(M, o) f = 〈m,pc, l, loc :: V :: s〉
f ′ = 〈m′, 1, V, ε〉 f ′′ = 〈m,pc, l, s〉

〈〈h, f, sf 〉〉 →invokevirtual M 〈〈h, f ′, f ′′ :: sf 〉〉

instructionAtP (m,pc) = return f ′ = 〈m′, pc′, l′, s′〉

〈〈h, 〈m,pc, l, v :: s〉, f ′ :: sf 〉〉 →return 〈〈h, 〈m′, pc′ + 1, l′, v :: s′〉, sf 〉〉

Fig. 1. Carmel operational semantics.

3 Specification of the analysis

The memory usage analysis detects inter- and intra-procedural loops and checks if the
creation of new objects may occur inside such loops, leadingto unbounded memory
consumption. Intuitively, the algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. Compute the set of potential ancestors of a methodm in the call graph:Anc(m);
2. Determine the set of methods that are reachable from a mutually recursive method:

MutRecR;
3. Compute the set of potential predecessors of a program point pc in a methodm:

Pred(m, pc);
4. Determine the set of methods that may be called from intra-procedural loops:LoopCall ;
5. Combining all these results (Unbounded(P )): phases 1 to 4 are used to detect if

a new object creation may occur in a loop, leading to a potentially unbounded
memory usage.

Notice that step 3 is the only intra-procedural computation. In the following, we de-
scribe the rules for obtaining each of the above-mentioned sets and explain informally
how they are related to the operational semantics. This relationship is formalised in
Section 4 which proves the correctness of the analysis.

3.1 Computing ancestors of a method (Anc)

Anc associates to each method name the set of potential ancestors of this method in
the call graph. The type ofAnc is thusmethodName → ℘(methodName). Fig. 2



(m, pc) : invokevirtual mID m′ ∈ implements(P, mID)

Anc(m) ∪ {m} ⊆ Anc(m′)

Fig. 2.Rule forAnc.

m ∈ Anc(m)

{m} ⊆ MutRecR

Anc(m) ∩ MutRecR 6= ∅

{m} ⊆ MutRecR

Fig. 3. Rules forMutRecR.

shows the rule corresponding to theinvokevirtual instruction for computing the set
Anc(m′): for each methodm′ which may be called by a methodm, it determines that
the set of ancestors ofm′ must containm as well as all the ancestors ofm. The function
implements is a static over-approximation of the dynamic method lookupfunction. It
returns all possible implementations of a given method withnamemID relative to a
programP . We do not specify it in further detail. No constraint is generated for any
other instruction different frominvokevirtual since we are here interested only in
the method call graph.

Intuitively, given a trace, if the current method being executed ism, thenAnc(m)
contains all the methods appearing in the current stack frame.

3.2 Determining mutually recursive methods (MutRecR)

MutRecR contains the mutually recursive methods as well as those reachable from a
mutually recursive method. Fig. 3 shows the rules used to compute the setMutRecR:
if m is in the list of its ancestors, then it is mutually recursive, and all the descendants
of a mutually recursive method are reachable from a mutuallyrecursive method. The
result of the computation ofMutRecR can be seen as a marking of methods: methods
reachable from mutually recursive methods may be called an unbounded number of
times within the execution of an inter-procedural loop. Instructions in these methods
may be executed an unlimited number of times. For an example,see Fig. 4: methods
are represented with rectangles, thin arrows represent local jumps (goto), and thick
arrows represent method invocations. Shaded methods are those inMutRecR.

Intuitively, given a trace where the current method being executed ism, if m 6∈
MutRecR, thenm does not appear in the current stack frame, and all methods inthis
stack frame are distinct.

3.3 Computing predecessors of a program point (Pred )

Given a methodm, Pred(m, pc) contains the set of predecessors of the program point
pc in the intra-procedural control flow graph of methodm. The type ofPred is thus
methodName × progCount→ ℘(progCount). Fig. 5 shows the rules (one for each
instruction) used for definingPred . For instructions that do not induce a jump (instr

stands for any instruction different fromif andgoto), the set of predecessors of a
program pointpc, augmented withpc itself, is transferred to its direct successorpc +1.
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Fig. 4.Example of mutually recursive reachable methods.

(m,pc) : instr

Pred(m,pc) ∪ {pc} ⊆ Pred(m, pc + 1)

(m, pc) : if pc′

Pred(m, pc) ∪ {pc} ⊆ Pred(m, pc + 1)
Pred(m, pc) ∪ {pc} ⊆ Pred(m, pc′)

(m,pc) : goto pc′

Pred(m, pc) ∪ {pc} ⊆ Pred(m, pc′)

Fig. 5. Rules forPred .

For theif instruction, the two branches are taken into account. For agoto instruction,
the set of predecessors of the current program pointpc, augmented withpc itself, is
transferred to the target of the jump.

To relatePred to the execution traces, we need to define the notion ofcurrent
executionof a method: the current execution of a methodm in a tracetr ′ = tr :::
〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, s〉, sf 〉〉 is the set of all program points(m, pc′) appearing in a maximal
suffix of tr ′ that does not contain a program point where a call tom is performed.
Intuitively, given a trace,Pred(m, pc) represents the set of all programs pointspc ′ ap-
pearing in the current execution ofm.

3.4 Determining method calls inside loops (LoopCall )

The LoopCall set contains the names of the methods susceptible to be executed an
unbounded number of times due to intra-procedural loops. Fig. 6 shows the rules used
for computingLoopCall . The first rule says that if a methodm′ is possibly called by a
methodm at program pointpc, and ifpc is within an intra-procedural loop ofm (pc is
in the set of its predecessors), thenm′ may be called an unbounded number of times.
Furthermore, ifm may be called an unbounded number of times andm callsm′, then
this property is inherited bym′.



(m, pc) : invokevirtual mID m′ ∈ implements(P, mID) pc ∈ Pred(m,pc)

{m′} ⊆ LoopCall

(m,pc) : invokevirtual mID m′ ∈ implements(P, mID) m ∈ LoopCall

{m′} ⊆ LoopCall

Fig. 6. Rules forLoopCall .

Intuitively, given a tracetr where the method currently being executed ism, if m 6∈
LoopCall then for each methodm′ at pointpc′ performing a call tom, (m′, pc′) appears
only once in the current execution ofm′. For an example of the result of this phase of the
algorithm, see Fig. 7. The newly shaded methodsm6 andm7 are inLoopCall because
of the call from within the loop in methodm5.
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Fig. 7. Marking methods called from inside an intra-procedural loop.

3.5 The Main predicate (Unbounded(P ))

So far, the constraints we defined yield an algorithm that detects inter- and intra-procedural
loops of a given programP . We now can specialise this algorithm for determining if
the memory usage of our program is certainly bounded. The final result consists in a
predicateUnbounded(P ) which is computed by the rule depicted in Fig. 8. This rule

(m,pc) : newo cl m ∈ MutRecR ∨ m ∈ LoopCall ∨ pc ∈ Pred(m, pc)

Unbounded(P )

Fig. 8. Rule forUnbounded(P ).



sums up the previous results, by saying that if a new object creation may occur inside
a loop (directly or indirectly, as described by the setsAnc, LoopCall , MutRecR and
Pred ) thenUnbounded(P ) is true.

4 Correctness

The correctness proof follows a classic abstract interpretation approach in which we
show that the information computed by the constraints is an invariant of the trace se-
mantics of a programP . For each previously defined function or setX (Anc,MutRecR,
LoopCall , Pred andUnbounded(P )) we use the following schema:
1. Prove that all the domains are lattices and that they have no infinite, strictly increas-

ing chains (ascending chain condition).
2. Determine a set of constraints for definingX .
3. Define a concretisation functionγX in order to relate concrete domains (sets of

traces) and abstract domains (X).
4. Prove that all partial traces of a given program are correctly approximated byX ,

i.e., that∀t ∈ JP K, t ∈ γX(X). This result is a consequence of the classical
characterisation ofJP K as the least element of the following set:







S ∈ ℘(Trace)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Sinit ⊆ S ∧
∀t1, t2 ∈ Trace,
if t1 ∈ S andt1 → t2
thent2 ∈ S







We must prove the following two intermediary lemmas:

For any tracet1 ∈ JP K, if t1 ∈ γX(X) andt1 → t2, thent2 ∈ γX(X). (1)

For any tracet ∈ Sinit , t ∈ γX(X). (2)

5. Analyse a given appletP , which consists then of 1) constructing the set of con-
straints associated to the program 2) solving this system with a classic fixed point
iteration whose termination is ensured by the lattice ascending chain condition.
Steps 1 to 4 are proof-theoretical while step 5 is algorithmic. All these steps are

performed in the Coq proof assistant. Steps 1, 2 and 5 benefit from the framework
proposed in [3] and thus no new proof is required. We only needto prove steps 3 and 4,
for which the property (1) represents the core of the work:

Lemma 1. For any tracet1 ∈ JP K, if t1 ∈ γX(X) andt1 → t2, thent2 ∈ γX(X).

We now define the concretisation functionsγX for Anc, MutRecR,Pred andLoopCall .

Anc. The concretisation function forAnc formalises the fact thatm′ callsm (directly
or indirectly) in a tracet by examining the call stack of each element int:

γAnc : (methodName → ℘(methodName)) −→ ℘(State+)

X 7→

{

t ∈ State+
∣

∣

∣

∣

for all 〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, s〉, sf 〉〉 in t
for all m′ appearing insf , m′ ∈ X(m)

}



MutRecR. Given a method namem and a partial tracet, we say that “m is ever executed
with a safe callstack int” (which is denoted by the SafeCallStack(m, t) predicate) iff
for all 〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, s〉, sf 〉〉 in t, m does not appear insf and all methods insf are
distinct.

The concretisation function forMutRecR is then defined by:

γMutRecR : ℘(methodName) −→ ℘(State+)

X 7→

{

t ∈ State+
∣

∣

∣

∣

for all m ∈ methodName, if m 6∈ X ,
then SafeCallStack(m, t) holds

}

Pred . The associated concretisation function is

γPred : (methodName × progCount→ ℘(progCount)) −→ ℘(State+)

X 7→

{

t ∈ State+
∣

∣

∣

∣

for all prefix t′ ::: 〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, s〉, sf 〉〉 of t,
if SafeCallStack(m, t) thencurrent(t′, m) ⊆ X(m, pc)

}

wherecurrent(t′, m) is the set of program points which appear in the current execution
of m relative to the tracet′.
LoopCall . Given two method namesm andm′, and a partial tracet, we use the pred-
icate OneCall to state thatm is called at most once within each invocation ofm′. For-
mally, OneCall is defined by OneCall(m, m′, t) iff for all prefix t′ ::: 〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, s〉, sf 〉〉
of t, and for all positions(m′, pc′) where a call tom is performed,pc′ occurs only once
in the corresponding current execution ofm′.

The concretisation function forLoopCall is then defined by:

γLoopCall : ℘(methodName) −→ ℘(State+)

X 7→















t ∈ State+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

for all prefix t′ ::: 〈〈h, 〈m, pc, l, s〉, sf 〉〉 of t,
if SafeCallStack(m, t) andm 6∈ X ,
then for allm′ in methodName,
OneCall(m, m′, t) holds















To prove the correctness ofUnbounded(P ) we need to prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2. If for all program point(m, pc) where an instructionnew is found we have
m 6∈ MutRecR ∪ LoopCall andpc 6∈ Pred(m, pc), then there exists a boundMax new

so that
∀t ∈ JP K, |t|new < Max new

where|t|new counts the number ofnew instructions which appear in the states of the
tracet.

To establish the above result we first prove an inequality relation between the num-
ber of executions of the different methods. We writeExec(m, t) for the number of
executions of a methodm found in a tracet. Similarly, Max invoke(m) is the maxi-
mum number ofinvokevirtual instructions which appear in a methodm. Let m ∈
Call(m′) denote thatm′ callsm.

Lemma 3. For all methodsm, if m 6∈ MutRecR ∪ LoopCall then for allt ∈ JP K,

Exec(m, t) ≤
∑

m∈Call(m′)

Exec(m′, t) · Max invoke(m
′).



Using this lemma we prove that the number of executions of themethodm in the trace
t is bounded, as expressed in the following lemma.

Lemma 4. There exists a boundMax exec such that for all methodsm which verify
m 6∈ LoopCall ∪ MutRecR, we have

∀t ∈ JP K, Exec(m, t) ≤ Max exec.

To conclude the proof of Lemma 2 we need to prove the followingresult, establish-
ing that if a method is not (mutually) recursive, nor reachable from a mutually recursive
one and it is not in a intra-method cycle, then the number ofnew instructions is bounded.

Lemma 5. Given a methodm which verifiesm 6∈ MutRecR ∪ LoopCall , if for all
program points(m, pc) in m where an instructionnew is found,pc 6∈ Pred(m, pc)
holds then

∀t ∈ JP K, |t|mnew ≤ Exec(m, t)

where|t|mnew counts the number of instructionsnew which appears in the states of the
tracet in the methodm.

Lemma 2 follows then from the following inequality:

∀t ∈ JP K, |t|new =
∑

m

|t|mnew ≤ MethodMaxP · Max invoke

whereMethodMaxP is the number of methods in programP .
The correctness of our analysis is a corollary of Lemma 2:

Theorem 1. ¬Unbounded(P ) ⇒ ∃Max new, ∀t ∈ JP K, |t|new < Max new.

5 Coq development

The following section gives an overview of the structure of the Coq development. It
is meant to give an intuition for how the development of a certified analyser can be
done methodologically [3] and to serve as a first guide to the site [13] from which the
analyser and the Coq specification and proofs can be downloaded, compiled and tested.

The formalisation of Java Card syntax and semantics is takenform an existing data
flow analyser formalised in Coq [3]. The analysis consists incalculating the setsAnc,
MutRecR, Pred and LoopCall that are indexed by program methods and program
points. This naturally leads to a representation as arrays of sets, defined in the following
way using Coq modules:

Module MAnc := ArrayLattice(FiniteSetLattice).
Module MMutRec := FiniteSetLattice.
Module MPred := ArrayLattice(ArrayLattice(FiniteSetLattice))
Module MLoopCall := FiniteSetLattice.
Module MUnbounded := BoolLattice.



This leads to a type foreg.Pred that is dependent on the actual programP to analyse.
Once the programP is supplied, we construct the actual setPred , properly indexed by
the methods and program points ofP .

Each of the four type of sets gives rise to a specific kind of constraints. For example,
the constraints defining the setPred are given the following definition

Inductive ConstraintPred : Set :=
C4: MethodName -> progCount -> progCount ->

(FiniteSetLattice.Pos.set -> FiniteSetLattice.Pos.set)
-> ConstraintPred.

Thus, each constraint is constructed as an element of a data type that for a given method
m and two instructions at program pointspc andpc’ provides the transfer function that
links information at one program point to the other. The actual generation of constraints
is done via a function that recurses over the program, matching each instruction to see
if it gives rise to the generation of a constraint.The following definition corresponds to
theCoq formalisation of the constraint rules depicted on Figure 5.

Definition genPred (P:Program) (m:MethodName) (pc:progCount)
(i:Instruction) : list ConstraintPred :=

match i with
return_v => nil

| goto pc’ => (C4 m pc pc’ (fun s => (add_set pc s)))::nil
| If pc’ => (C4 m pc pc’ (fun s => (add_set pc s)))::

(C4 m pc (nextAddress P pc)
(fun s => (add_set pc s)))::nil

| _ => (C4 m pc (nextAddress P pc)
(fun s => (add_set pc s)))::nil

The result of the constraint generation is a list of constraints that together specify
the setsAnc, Pred , MutRecR andLoopCall . When calculating the solution of the
constraint system, we use the technique that the resolutionof a constraint system can
be done by interpreting each constraint as afunctionthat computes information to add
to each state and then increment the information associatedwith the state with this
information. Formally, for each constraint of the formf(X(m, pc1)) ⊑ X(m, pc2)
over an indexed setX (such asPred ), we return a function for updating the indexed set
by replacing the value ofX at (m, pc2) by the valuef(X(m, pc1)).

Definition F_Pred (c:ConstraintPred) :
MPred.Pos.set -> MPred.Pos.set :=

match c with
(C4 m pc1 pc2 f) => fun s => update s m pc2 (f (s m pc1))

The resolution of the constraints can now be done using the iterative fix-point solver, as
explained in [3]. The fix-point solver is a function of type

(l: (L → L) list) → (∀f ∈ l, (monotone L f)) →
∃x:A,(∀f ∈ l, (order L (f x) x)) ∧

(∀ y:A (∀f ∈ l, (order L (f y) y)) ⇒ (order L x y))



that will take a list of monotone functions over a latticeL and iterate these until sta-
bilisation. The proof of this proposition (ie. the inhabitant of the type) is a variant
of the standard Knaster-Tarski fix-point theorem on finite lattices that constructs (and
hence guarantees the existence of) a least fix-point as the limit of the ascending chain
⊥, f(⊥), f2(⊥), . . ..

5.1 Correctness proof in Coq

The remaining parts of the proof effort are dedicated to the correctness of the memory
usage analysis. Two particular points connected with the correctness proof are worth
mentioning:

– The correctness ofUnbounded(P ) requires much more work than the proof of the
various partial analyses. This is not surprising because ofthe mathematical diffi-
culties of the corresponding property: counting proofs arewell-known examples of
where big gaps can appear between informal and formal proofs.

– In many of the proofs involved in the construction of the analyser, there is one case
for each byte code instruction. Most of the cases are dealt with in the same way.
For the methodology to scale well, the proof effort should not grow proportional to
the size of the instruction set. This is true already for the relatively small Carmel
instruction set (15 instructions) and in particular for thereal Java Card byte code
language (180 instructions).

For the latter point, it was essential to use the Coq tactic language of proof scripts (called
tactics in Coq) which allows to apply the same sequence of proof stepsto different
subgoals, looking in the context for adequate hypothesis. In this way, most of our proofs
are only divided in three parts: one case forinvokevirtual, one case forreturn
and one case (using an appropriate tactics applied on several subgoals) for the other
instructions. With such a methodology, we can quickly add simple instructions (like
operand stack manipulations) without modifying any proof scripts.

The extracted analyser is about 1000 lines of OCaml code while the total develop-
ment is about 9000 lines of Coq. The following table gives thebreakdown of the proof
effort measured in lines of proof scripts5. Fig. 5.1 summarises the proof effort for each
part of the certified development of the analyser.

6 Complexity and benchmarks

The computation of the final result of the algorithm from the constraints defined above
is performed through well-known iteration strategies. LetN denote the number of meth-
ods andIm the number of instructions in methodm. The computation of the setsAnc,
MutRecR andLoopCall consists in a fix-point iteration on the method call graph, that is
at most quadratic inN . The computation ofPred for a given methodm requires at most
Im × (| number of jumps inm | +1) operations. The computation ofUnbounded(P )

5 Note that the size of a Coq development can change significantly from one proof script style
to another. The same proofs could have consumed two or three times more script lines if the
capabilities of the proof tactics language were not exploited. Thus, it is the relative size of the
proofs that is more important here.



Subject number of lines

syntax + semantics 1000
lattices + solver 3000
Anc, MutRecR, Pred , LoopCall correctness 1300
Unbounded(P )correctness 2500
constraint collecting, monotonicity 1200

total 9000

Fig. 9. Proof effort for the development.

requires
∑

m Im ≤ N × max{Im} operations and in the worst case to saveIm line
numbers for each instruction (i.e.,I2

m). The algorithm may be further optimised by us-
ing a more compact representation with intervals but we havenot implemented this.
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Fig. 10.Performance measures. The first row corresponds to a variable number of methods with
a fixed number of lines per method, while the second corresponds to a fixed number of methods
with a variable number of lines per method.

Fig. 10 gives benchmarks for the performance of the extracted program. These mea-
sure have been performed with a randomly byte code program generator. Given two
parametersN and l, this program generates a well formed Carmel program withN



methods, each of them containing6 · l lines of byte code. Each group of6 lines han-
dles a call to a randomly chosen method, agoto and aif instruction with an appari-
tion probability of1/5. Hence we can easily measure the performance of our extracted
program on big Carmel programs. The first row of Fig. 10 corresponds to a variable
number of methods with a fixed number of lines per method, while the second corre-
sponds to a fixed number of methods with a variable number of lines per method. These
benchmarks show a linear performance in the first case (both in computation time and
memory requirements), and a quadratic performance in the latter.

As the benchmarks show, the extracted program performs verywell, in particular
when taking into account that no modification on the extracted code was necessary.

7 Related work

Hofmann [7] has devised a type system for bounded space and functional in-place up-
date. In this system, a specific⋄-type is used to indicate heap cells that can be over-
written. A type system for a first-order functional languagedefines when the reuse
of heap cells due to such type annotations is guaranteed not to alter the behaviour of
the program. Inspired by this work and by Typed Assembly Language of Morrisett et
al. [12], Aspinall and Campagnoni [1] have defined heap-bounded assembly language, a
byte code language equipped with specificpseudo-instructionsfor passing information
about the heap structure to the type system. The type system use linearity constraints
to guarantee absence of aliasing. Together, this allows to prove the sound reuse of heap
space in the presence of kinds of heap cells (integers, list cells,etc).

Crary and Weirich [5] define a logic for reasoning about resource consumption
certificates of higher-order functions. The certificate of afunction provides an over-
approximation of the execution time of a call to the function. The logic only defines
what is a correct deduction of a certificate and has no inference algorithm associated
with it. The logic is about computation time but could be extended to measure memory
consumption.

The most accurate automatic, static analysis of heap space usage is probably the
analysis proposed by Hofmann and Jost [8] that operates on first-order functional pro-
grams. The analysis both determines the amount of free cellsnecessary before execution
as well as a safe (under)-estimate of the size of afree-listafter successful execution of a
function. These numbers are obtained as solutions to a set oflinear programming (LP)
constraints derived from the program text. Automatic inference is obtained by using
standard polynomial-time algorithms for solving LP constraints. The correctness of the
analysis is proved with respect to an operational semanticsthat explicitly keeps track of
the memory structure and the number of free cells.

The Hofmann-Jost analysis is more precise than the analysispresented here but is
too costly to be executed on most embedded devices, in particular smart cards. Rather,
its use lies in the generation of certificates that can then bechecked on-card. A simi-
lar distinction can been observed in on-card byte code verification where the on-card
verifier of Casset et al. [4] relies on certificates generatedoff-card, whereas the veri-
fier described by Leroy [10] imposes slight language restrictions so that the verifier can
execute on-card.



A similar (but less precise) analysis to ours is presented in[14]. The analysis is
shown to be correct and complete w.r.t. an abstraction of theoperational semantics.
One difference with our work is the computation ofPred , which keeps track only of
the program pointspc of the branching commands instead of all the visited method
program points, decreasing the space complexity. However,in such work the proofs
are done manually and the semantics being considered istotal in contrast with thepar-
tial semantics used in our work; this could make the formal proof in Coq much more
difficult.

The certification of our analysis was done by formalising thecorrectness proof in
the proof assistant Coq. Mechanical verification of Java analysers have so far mainly
dealt with the Java byte code verifier [2, 9, 4]. The first exception is the work reported
in [3] on formalising an interprocedural data flow analyser for Java Card, on which
part of the formalisation of the present analysis is based. The framework proposed in
[3] allows us to concentrate on the specification of the analysis as a set of constraints
and on the correctness of this system with respect to the semantics of the language (see
Section 4). The lattice library and the generic solver of [3]were reusedas isto extract
the certified analyser.

8 Conclusion

We have presented a constraint-based analysis for detecting unbounded memory con-
sumption on embedded devices such as Java Card smart cards. The analysis has been
proved correct with respect to an operational semantics of Java byte code and the proof
has been entirely formalised in the theorem prover Coq, providing the first certified
memory usage analysis. The analysis can be used in program processing tools for ver-
ifying that certain resource-aware programming styles have been followed. An impor-
tant contribution of the paper is to demonstrate how such an analysis can be formalised
entirely inside a theorem prover. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
that a resource usage analysis has undergone a complete formalisation with machine-
checkable correctness proof. Still, several aspects of theanalysis merit further develop-
ment:

– By using the formula established in Lemma 3, we could in principle compute an
over-approximation of the number ofnew instructions performed during any execu-
tion of the program and thereby produce an estimation of the memory usage. How-
ever, it is unclear whether this algorithm can be expressed in the constraint-based
formalism used here; a specific proof effort would be required for this extension.

– From a programming language perspective, it would be interesting to investigate
how additional restrictions on the programming disciplinecould be used to lower
the complexity of the analysis, in the style of what was used in [10]. For example,
knowing that the byte code is a result of a compilation of Javasource code imme-
diately gives additional information about the structure of the control flow graph.

– A challenge in the smart card setting would be to refine the algorithm to an im-
plementation of a certified on-device analyser that could form part of an enhanced
byte code verifier for protecting the device against resource-consumption attacks.
The main challenge here is to optimise the memory usage of theanalysis which is



currently too high. Recent work on verification of C code in Coq [6] could be of
essential use here. Techniques for an actual implementation can be gleaned from
[10] as well as from [14] in order to optimise the computationof Pred .
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